
Lectures on 1-29 SA305 Spring 2014

1 Set, sum, and index notation

With many problems the number of variables and data associated with them can get very large.
Sometimes just writing down the model can be the main challenge to solving the problem. In this
lecture we discuss slick notation that will make it much easier to keep track of these larger
problems.
The main tool here is the language of mathematics. There are a few symbols that we will
repeatedly use. You will need to memorize these and their counter parts in GUSEK. First we
illustrate these by returning to an example:

Example 1.1. A base needs guards at all times. We decide to split each day into 2 shifts: day
shift 6am-6pm and night shift 6pm-6am. Then each guard will work either day or night shift and
work 5 days in a row and have 2 days off. If we need 10 guards on weekdays, 15 on weekends, 20
on weekend days and 25 on weekend nights then what is the minimum number of guards we need?

Recall the variables we made:

y1 = number of employees who start work on Monday day and work though Friday

y2 = number of employees who start work on Monday night and work though Friday

y3 = number of employees who start work on Tuesday day and work though Saturday

...

y14 = number of employees who start work on Sunday night and work through Thursday

In each yi the i is called the index. In order to compactly write the collection of the variables we
need the set of all indices:

S = {1, 2, , 3 . . . , 14}.

There is a lot of depth to sets and actually much of mathematics is just the act of studying
certain special sets and their properties. However we will usually just need simple sets. So for us,
just think the following

set={ a collection of objects}

where objects can mean anything from a finite collection of integers to the collection of all possible
words with a certain alphabet.
Now we need to be able to say when certain things are members of a set. We do this with the
symbol ∈:

(blah) ∈ (stuff) = (means blah is a member of stuff)

Next we need to define parameters and variables for our problems. Parameters are constants
that appear as coefficients to the variables in the objective functions and constraint inequalities.
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We want to have the variables yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 14. But now we have the set S and we can do it this
way

∀i ∈ S let yi = the number of ..... on shift i

where the ∀ symbol literally means “for all”. Similarly we need to create our parameters for the
objective function:

∀i ∈ S let ci = 1.

Then to create our objective function we just need the standard sigma notation from calc II and
our objective function becomes

total number of guards =
∑
i∈S

ciyi.

The constraints now need to be built which is a little more difficult. First we enumerate the
bounds on the minimums

∀i ∈ S let bi = the minimum number of guards needed for shift i.

To make all the inequalities we need coefficients for each variable for each inequality. This means
a two dimensions worth of parameters which we define by

∀i, j ∈ S let nij =

{
0 if people who start on shift j are not working on shift i
1 if people who start on shift j are working on shift i

We have the basic nonnegativity constraints, but we also have the constraints for each shift
minimums:

∀i ∈ S,
∑
j∈S

nijyj ≤ bi.

This gives that our linear program can be written as

max
∑
i∈S

ciyi

s.t. ∀i ∈ S, yi ≥ 0
∀i ∈ S,

∑
j∈S

nijyj ≤ bi

For the corresponding ampl code please see the gusek files.
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